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Executive Summary
The task 6.3 of the WP6 is responsible for making an assessment of the quality
(effectiveness, efficiency and user satisfaction) of the SeaClouds platform solution,
evaluating it from qualitative and quantitative points of view.
D6.4.3 SeaClouds periodic evaluation reports: Definition, in complete detail, of the
protocol and procedures that should be followed during the evaluation of the
performance of the Case Studies. Collection, categorization and statistical analysis of
the feedback gained by the system engineers, through the evaluation protocol
procedures, during the Case Studies execution and operation phase. In detail reporting
of the experience during the operation of the various showcases. Step-by-step
cookbook and methodological guidelines for the adoption of cloud computing
platforms and services in real-life scenarios. Notice this deliverable is the last version of
the D6.4.X.
Also, additional information about the different testbeds set-up to validate SeaClouds
is added.
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1. Introduction
The task 6.3 of the WP6 is responsible for the evaluation of the SeaClouds software
platform. The Deliverable D6.4.2 includes the results of the first cycle of evaluation
measurements and analysis of SeaClouds, evaluating both quantitative and qualitative
requirements.
After the selection of tests methods and evaluation scenarios, defined in the
deliverable D6.4.1 [1], it is now necessary to define a selection of tools and testbed
set-ups to execute those tests and evaluate if the proposed SeaClouds solution fulfills
the different requirements defined at the beginning of the project. This deliverable is
strongly connected to WP2 to WP5:
 WP2 and WP6 define the technical requirements for SeaClouds. The technical
requirements are based on a set of use cases, developed by the partners of the
project. The WP2 also highlight the SeaClouds high-level architecture.
 WP3 and WP4 are the responsible of the low-level design and implementation
of the SeaClouds design-time and run-time tools. Both components are going to
be tested in the context of the WP6.
 The WP5 is responsible for the low-level design and implementation of the
SeaClouds GUI.
The conclusions of this document will help to see the actual status of the project and
what it is still missing to fulfil the requirements and objectives defined at the beginning
of it.
This document is organized as follows:
Section 32 introduces the evaluation scenarios. A detailed description of all these tests,
and the reason way they are done can be found in deliverable D6.4.1 [1]. The objective
in this case is to see if SeaClouds fulfils all the functional requirements established at
the beginning of the project in deliverable D2.1 [2]
Section 3 presents the results of the non-functional evaluation. A detailed description
of all these tests, and the reason way they are done can be found in deliverable D6.4.1
[1]. The objective in this case is to see if SeaClouds fulfils all the non-functional
requirements established in D6.4.1.
1.1
Purpose
The objective of this deliverable is to verify if the software solution as result of this
project fulfils the functional requirements established at the beginning of it.
These functional requirements were defined in the deliverable D2.1 – Resubmission
[2]. In D2.1 the SeaClouds consortium defined also a list of Use Cases that include a list
of steps, which define interactions between actors and the SeaClouds platform as well
the internal interactions performed by the SeaClouds platform to provide the overall
functionalities.
In this deliverable two different evaluation scenarios (SeaClouds deployment
configurations) will be defined to test the SeaClouds functionality: local installation,
cloud installation.
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1.2
Glossary of Acronyms
Acronym
Definition
UC1
Design an Application
UC2
Show Cloud offers
UC3
Produce Deployment Plans
UC4
Generate SLA Agreement
UC5
Deploy an Application (on a Iaas and on a PaaS)
UC6
Monitor an Application
UC7
Evaluate Management Policies
UC8
Re-plan Application Deployment
UC9
Migrate Application
Table 1. Acronyms
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2. Evaluation Scenarios
All of the evaluation tests have been done in a local environment, to minimize network
issues and to increase the repeatability of the tests. In the cloud environment we have
verified the results obtained with fast-iterations on local environments.
The final platform is composed of 11 different services

Figure 1: SeaClouds Platform detail

2.1

Local environment

According to the installation guide available at [8], the installation is done on a single
box with the following hardware specifications: Ubuntu Trusty 64bit with 2048 MB
RAM and 2 CPUs.
In that server, all of the 11 services that made up the platform can be deployed and
used for testing load.

Use Case ID
Use Case
Name
Purpose
Initiator
Primary
Actor
Additional
Actors
Description

LUC1
Design an Application
The purpose of this test is to design the topology and requirements of an
application using the SeaClouds GUI.
The Software Developer
The Software Developer

The test will cover the design of the topology of the NURO case study,
which consists of (also a test for the Webchat application presented
in Deliverable D5.1.3, although here we are going to focus on the
explanation of the NURO case study, version 1 – Note in Section 3.4.1
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is presented also the usability testing of a complex version of the
NURO case study):




PHP module. The technical requirements are:
o Language: PHP >= 5
o To be deployed on PaaS
o Container: Compressed file (zip/tarball)
o Uses the database 3 times per call in average
Database. The technical requirements are:
o MySQL >= 5
o To be deployed on IaaS

Additionally, the following requirements have been defined:




Maximum Response Time: 2500 ms
Availability: 98.5%
Budget per month: 400 €
The expected workload of the application is 100 requests/second.
The SeaClouds platform is correctly installed.
The browser has the SeaClouds Dashboard loaded.
The topology of the application described above is correctly defined.

Precondition
Postcondition
Use Case Functionality
Sequence
1. Click the "New application" button
2. Fill the application properties
a. Fill the application name: NURO
b. Fill the optimization properties
i. Response time: 2500
ii. Availability: 98.5
iii. Cost: 400
iv. Workload: 100
3. Click next
4. Define the topology
a. Click Web Application button and fill the properties
for the frontend module
i. Name: NURO PhpGame
ii. Language: Python
iii. Min version: 5
iv. Max version: 5
v. Code container: Compressed file (zip/tarball)
vi. Provider is: PaaS
vii. Location: Europe
b. Click Add. The module is added
c. Click Database button and fill the properties for the
database
i. Name: NURO MySQL
ii. Category: MySQL
iv. Max version: 5.6

1
0
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v. Provider is: IaaS
vi. Location: American
d. Click Add. The module is added.
e. Shift+Click on NURO MySQL and drag to NURO MySQL;
fill the properties for the link
i. Average number of calls: 3
iii. Click Edit. The link is added. The result is shown
in the following figure:

Alternative

Use Case ID

LUC2

Use Case
Name

Show Cloud offers

Purpose

The purpose of this test is to check that the cloud offerings provided
by the planner match the technical requirements expressed in the
topology.

Initiator

The Software Developer

Primary
Actor

The Software Developer

Additional
Actors
Description

The test will cover the correctness of the plans generated by the
planner for the application topology of the NURO case study. The
generated plans should contain offerings matching the application
requirements.

1
1
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Precondition

The SeaClouds platform is correctly installed.
The browser has the SeaClouds Dashboard loaded.
We have designed a valid application topology.

Postcondition

An Abstract Application Model (AAM) is generated, is specified in
TOSCA and contains the technical requirements expressed in the
topology.
We finally have a set of cloud offers that matches the
application requirements.


Use Case Functionality
Sequence

For NURO PhpGame module, a PaaS offering Python >= 5
For NURO MySQL module, a IaaS offering mysql >= 0

1. Create application topology as in LUC1.
2. Click next
3. Review generated Abstract Application Model
4. Review offerings provided by planner

Alternative
Result

The AAM is generated. It contains the technical requirements
expressed in the topology.
The planner return a set of cloud offerings. The providers match the
requirements.

Use Case ID

LUC3

Use Case
Name

Produce Deployment Plans

Purpose

The purpose of this test is checking that a deployment plan
expressed in TOSCA is generated for the plan selected by the
user.

Initiator

The Software Developer

Primary
Actor

The Software Developer

Additional
Actors

11
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Description

The test will cover the generation of a deployment plan following the
TOSCA specification, which should declare that each module is going
to be deployed in the selected offering, the SLA agreement and the
monitoring rules.

Precondition

The SeaClouds platform is correctly installed.
The browser has the SeaClouds Dashboard loaded.
The user has designed a valid application topology.
The user has selected a plan.
The user have entered the credentials of the cloud providers

Postcondition

A Deployable Application Model (DAM) is generated, is specified in
TOSCA and contains the cloud offerings selected by the user.
The credentials for each provider are included in the DAM.
The generated set of monitoring rules is included in the DAM.
The generated SLA agreement is included in the DAM.
The DAM without the SeaClouds extensions (SeaClouds policy)
is deployable using Brooklyn.

Use Case Functionality
Sequence

1.
2.
3.
4.

Select plan as in LUC2.
Click next
Enter provider credentials
Click deploy

Alternative
Result

The DAM is generated and includes the necessary information. The
DAM without rules/SLA is deployable by Brooklyn.

Use Case ID

LUC4

Use Case
Name

Generate SLA Agreement

Purpose

The purpose of this test is checking that a WS-Agreement
agreement is generated.

Initiator

The Software Developer

Primary Actor

The Software Developer

Additional
Actors
Description

This test will cover the correctness of the SLA agreement generated
for the NURO case study.
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Pre-condition

The SeaClouds platform is correctly installed.
The browser has the SeaClouds Dashboard loaded.
The user has designed a valid application
topology.
The user has selected a plan.

Post-condition

An agreement following WS-Agreement is generated.
It contains a guarantee term to assess the desired
availability of the application.
It contains a guarantee term to assess the desired response time
of the application.

Use Case Functionality
Sequence

1. Select plan as in LUC2.
2. Click next
3. Click check SLA agreement

Alternative
Result

When the application is deployed, we can check in the
Dashboard the SLA agreement.

Use Case ID

LUC5

Use Case
Name

Deploy an Application on IaaS/PaaS

Purpose

The purpose of this test is checking the correct
deployment of the deployment plan.

Initiator

The Software Developer

Primary
Actor

The Software Developer

Additional
Actors
Description

This test will cover the deployment of an application in IaaS and
PaaS providers. The topology of the NURO case study defined the
PHP module to be deployed on PaaS and MySQL module on IaaS.

Precondition

The SeaClouds platform is correctly installed.
The browser has the SeaClouds Dashboard loaded.
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The user has designed a valid application topology.
The user has selected a plan where providers are IaaS and PaaS
according to the definition.
Postcondition

Module NURO PhpGame is deployed.
A MySQL service for the mysql module is created.
The MySQL service has been bound to NURO PhpGame.
The endpoint, database and credentials of the service have been
configured for NURO PhpGame.

Use Case Functionality
Sequence

1.
2.
3.
4.

Select plan as in LUC2.
Click next
Enter provider credentials
Click deploy

Alternative
Result

The application is properly deployed.

Use Case ID

LUC6

Use Case
Name

Monitor an Application

Purpose

The purpose of this test is checking that SeaClouds is able to
monitor a deployed application.

Initiator

The Software Developer

Primary Actor

The Software Developer

Additional
Actors
Description

This test will cover the monitoring of the application by Tower
4Clouds and the visualization of the monitoring metrics in the
SeaClouds dashboard.

Pre-condition

A deployed application

Postcondition

The status view of the dashboard shows relevant metrics for the
NURO case study.

Use Case Functionality
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Sequence

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Alternative

1. Deploy application using Brooklyn and a YAML deployment
file.
2. Proceed as in Step 2, 3, 4, 5 of the normal sequence

Result

Deploy application as in LUC5
Click Applications -> NURO in top menu.
Click Application Monitor in left menu.
Select desired metrics
Click Metric Viewer

We are able to check the application is being monitored and
visualize the monitored metrics.

Use Case ID

CEUC7

Use Case
Name

Evaluate Repairing Policies

Purpose

The purpose of this test is checking the repairing policies in the SeaClouds
platform.

Initiator

The Software Developer

Primary
Actor

The Software Developer

Additional
Actors
Description

Precondition
Postcondition

G

This test will cover the application of repairing policies when the application
is failing. The test will consist in deploying an application in a IaaS provider
(e.g. Amazon) and PaaS provider (e.g. CloudFoundry), stopping manually one
of the modules and checking that SeaClouds recognize the situation and is
able to restart the component.
A deployed application using SeaClouds.
SeaClouds recognize the application is failing.
SeaClouds recover the application status.

Use Case Functionality
Sequence

1. Deploy the NURO application as in LUC5.
2. Use the command line client of the cloud provider to stop the
corresponding component.
1. Deploy the NURO application as in LUC5.
2. Use the command line client of the cloud provider to delete the
.

Alternative
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corresponding component.
Adding an autoscaling policy, the application is recovered adding a new
instance.
The code that adds the autoscaling policy to the DAM for PaaS modules is not
integrated yet, so the policy had to be added manually.
Use Case ID .
LUC8
.

Result

Use Case Name

Re-plan Application Deployment

Purpose

The purpose of this test is checking the replanification
feature of the SeaClouds platform.

Initiator

The Software Developer

Primary Actor

The Software Developer

Additional
Actors
Description
Pre-condition
Post-condition
Use Case Functionality
Sequence
Alternative
Result

The feature is not implemented.

Use Case ID

LUC9

Use Case Name

Migrate Application

Purpose

The purpose of this test is checking the migration
feature of the SeaClouds platform.

Initiator

The Software Developer

Primary Actor

The Software Developer

Additional
Actors
Description

D6.4.3. Deliverable Name - Executive Summary

Pre-condition
Post-condition
Use Case Functionality
Sequence
Alternative
Result

The feature is not implemented.

2.2
Cloud environment
The testbed has been prepared in the following Amazon EC2 VMs:
Deployer, Dashboard: t2.medium
 2 CPU (High Frequency Intel Xeon Processors with Turbo up to 3.3GHz)
 4 GB RAM
Discoverer, Planner: t2.micro
 1 CPU (High Frequency Intel Xeon Processors with Turbo up to 3.3GHz)
 1 GB RAM
Monitor: m4.xlarge
 4 CPUs (2.4 GHz Intel Xeon® E5-2676 v3)
 16 GB RAM
SLA: m3.large
 1 CPU (High Frequency Intel Xeon E5-2670 v2 (Ivy Bridge) Processors)
 4 GB RAM

Use Case ID
Use Case
Name
Purpose
Initiator
Primary
Actor
Additional
Actors
Description

CEUC1
Design an Application
The purpose of this test is to design the topology and requirements of
an application using the SeaClouds GUI.
The Software Developer
The Software Developer

The test will cover the design of the topology of the Atos case study,
which consists of:
 Frontend module. The technical requirements are:
o Language: Java >= 7
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To be deployed on PaaS
Container: Tomcat
Uses the Web Services module 2 times per call in
average.
Web services module. The technical requirements are:
o Language: Java >= 7
o To be deployed on PaaS
o Container: Tomcat
o Uses the database 2.5 times per call in average
Database. The technical requirements are:
o MySQL >= 5
o To be deployed on IaaS
o
o
o





o

VM: 4 CPUs, 50GB hard disk

Additionally, the following requirements have been defined:
 Maximum Response Time: 2000 ms
 Availability: 98%
 Budget per month: 200 €
The expected workload of the application is 50 requests/second.
PreThe SeaClouds platform is correctly installed.
condition
The SeaClouds Dashboard is loaded in the browser.
PostThe topology of the application described above is correctly defined.
condition
Use Case Functionality
Sequence
1. Click the "New application" button
2. Fill the application properties
a. Fill the application name: Atos
b. Fill the optimization properties
i. Response time: 2000
ii. Availability: 98
iii. Cost: 200
iv. Workload: 50
3. Click next
4. Define the topology
a. Click Web Application button and fill the properties for
the frontend module
i. Name: www
ii. Language: Java
iii. Min version: 7
iv. Max version: 8
v. Code container: Tomcat
vi. Provider is: PaaS
vii. Location: None
b. Click Add. The module is added
c. Click Web Application button and fill the properties for
the web services module

8
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d.
e.

f.
g.

h.
i.

j.

i. Name: ws
ii. Language: Java
iii. Min version: 7
iv. Max version: 8
v. Code container: Tomcat
vi. Provider is: PaaS
vii. Location: None
Click Add. The module is added
Click Database button and fill the properties for the
database
i. Name: db
ii. Category: MySQL
iii. Min version: 5
iv. Max version: 5.6
v. Provider is: IaaS
vi. VM capabilities: 4 CPUs, 50 GB hard disk
vii. Location: None
Click Add. The module is added.
Shift+Click on www and drag to ws; fill the properties for
the link
i. Average number of calls: 2
Click Edit. The link is added.
Shift+Click on ws and drag to db; fill the properties for the
link
i. Average number of calls: 2.5
Click Edit. The link is added.

The result is shown in the following figure:

Alternative

9
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Use Case
ID
Use Case
Name
Purpose
Initiator
Primary
Actor
Addition
al Actors
Descripti
on
Preconditio
n
Postconditio
n

CEUC2
Show Cloud offers
The purpose of this test is to check that the cloud offerings provided by the
planner match the technical requirements expressed in the topology.
The Software Developer
The Software Developer

The test will cover the correctness of the plans generated by the planner
for the application topology of the Atos case study. The generated plans
should contain offerings matching the application requirements.
The SeaClouds platform is correctly installed.
The SeaClouds Dashboard is loaded in the browser.
We have designed a valid application topology.
An Abstract Application Model (AAM) is generated, is specified in TOSCA
and contains the technical requirements expressed in the topology.
We finally have a set of cloud offers that matches the application
requirements.
 For www module, a PaaS offering Java >= 7
 For ws module, a PaaS offering Java >= 7
 For mysql module, a IaaS VM with CPUs >= 4 and >= 50GB hard disk

Use Case Functionality
Sequenc
1. Create application topology as in CEUC1.
e
2. Click next
3. Review generated Abstract Application Model
4. Review offerings provided by planner
Alternati
ve
Result

The AAM is generated. It contains the technical requirements expressed in
the topology.
The planner returns a set of cloud offerings. The providers match the
requirements.
The result is shown below. The web applications are hosted in
CloudFoundry, and db in Amazon c3.xlarge or c3.2xlarge VMs (both satisfy
CPU and hard disk size constraints).

10
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Use Case
ID
Use Case
Name
Purpose
Initiator
Primary
Actor
Addition
al Actors
Descripti
on

CEUC3
Produce Deployment Plans
The purpose of this test is checking that a deployment plan expressed in
TOSCA is generated for the plan selected by the user.
The Software Developer
The Software Developer

The test will cover the generation of a deployment plan following the
TOSCA specification, which should declare that each module is going to be
deployed in the selected offering, the SLA agreement and the monitoring
rules.
PreThe SeaClouds platform is correctly installed.
conditio The SeaClouds Dashboard is loaded in the browser.
n
The user has designed a valid application topology.
The user has selected a plan.
The user have entered the credentials of the cloud providers
PostA Deployable Application Model (DAM) is generated, is specified in TOSCA
conditio and contains the cloud offerings selected by the user.
n
The credentials for each provider are included in the DAM.
The generated set of monitoring rules is included in the DAM.
The generated SLA agreement is included in the DAM.
The DAM without the SeaClouds extensions (SeaClouds policy) is
deployable using Brooklyn.
Use Case Functionality
Sequenc
1. Select plan as in CEUC2.

11
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e

Alternati
ve
Result

Use Case
ID
Use Case
Name
Purpose
Initiator
Primary
Actor
Addition
al Actors
Descripti
on
Preconditio
n
Postconditio
n

2. Click next
3. Enter provider credentials
4. Paste DAM (without SeaClouds policy) in Brooklyn and deploy.

The DAM is generated and includes the necessary information. The DAM
without rules/SLA is deployable by Brooklyn. The generated DAM is shown
below:

CEUC4
Generate SLA Agreement
The purpose of this test is checking that a WS-Agreement agreement is
generated.
The Software Developer
The Software Developer

This test will cover the correctness of the SLA agreement generated for the
ATOS case study.
The SeaClouds platform is correctly installed.
The SeaClouds Dashboard is loaded in the browser.
The user has designed a valid application topology.
The user has selected a plan.
An agreement following WS-Agreement is generated.
It contains a guarantee term to assess the desired availability of the
application.
It contains a guarantee term to assess the desired response time of the

12
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application.
Use Case Functionality
Sequenc
1. Select plan as in CEUC2.
e
2. Click next
3. Check SLA agreement
Alternati
ve
Result

Use Case
ID
Use Case
Name
Purpose
Initiator
Primary
Actor
Addition
al Actors
Descripti
on
Preconditio
n
Postconditio
n

When the application is deployed, we can check in the Dashboard there is
an SLA agreement with the two terms. See picture below:

CEUC5
Deploy an Application
The purpose of this test is checking the correct deployment of the
deployment plan.
The Software Developer
The Software Developer

This test will cover the deployment of an application in PaaS and IaaS
providers. The topology specifies the two webapps to be deployed on PaaS
and the database to be deployed on IaaS.
The SeaClouds platform is correctly installed.
The SeaClouds Dashboard is loaded in the browser.
The user has designed a valid application topology.
Module www is deployed.
Module ws is deployed.
A VM and a MySQL database for the mysql module are created.
The endpoint of ws has been configured for www

13
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The MySQL service has been bound to ws.
The endpoint, database and credentials of the service have been
configured for ws.
The agreement is stored in the SLA Service and its evaluation is started.
The monitoring rules are stored in the Monitor.
Use Case Functionality
Sequenc
1. Select plan as in CEUC2.
e
2. Click next
3. Enter provider credentials
4. Click deploy
Alternati
ve
Result

Use Case
ID
Use Case
Name
Purpose
Initiator
Primary
Actor
Addition
al Actors
Descripti
on
Preconditio
n
Post-

The application is properly deployed. The result is shown below.

CEUC6
Monitor an Application
The purpose of this test is checking that SeaClouds is able to monitor a
deployed application.
The Software Developer
The Software Developer

This test will cover the monitoring of the application by Tower 4Clouds and
the visualization of the monitoring metrics in the SeaClouds dashboard.
A deployed application

The status view of the dashboard show relevant metrics for the Atos case
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conditio study.
n
Use Case Functionality
Sequenc
e

Alternati
ve

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Deploy application as in CEUC5
Click Applications -> Atos in top menu
Click Application Monitor in left menu.
Select desired metrics
Click Metric Viewer

1. Deploy application using Brooklyn and a YAML deployment file.
2. Proceed as in Step 2, 3, 4, 5 of the normal sequence

Result

We are able to check the application is being monitored and visualize the
monitored metrics. A screenshot from the Grafana dashboard is shown
below.

Use Case
ID
Use Case
Name
Purpose

CEUC7

Initiator
Primary
Actor
Addition
al Actors
Descripti
on

Evaluate Repairing Policies
The purpose of this test is checking the repairing policies in the SeaClouds
platform.
The Software Developer
The Software Developer

This test will cover the application of repairing policies in PaaS providers
when the application is failing. This test will cover the application of
repairing policies when the application is failing. The test will consist in
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deploying an application in a PaaS provider (e.g. CloudFoundry), and
manually stress the application (making a high number of requests per
second) and checking that SeaClouds recognize the situation and is able to
scale the affected component.
A deployed application using SeaClouds.

Preconditio
n
PostSeaClouds recognize the abnormal situation.
conditio SeaClouds reacts and adds a new instance.
n
Use Case Functionality
Sequenc
1. Deploy the Atos application as in CEUC5.
e
2. Use jmeter to increase the load of the application.
Alternati
ve
Result
The application is recovered adding a new instance to the frontend module.
The code that adds the autoscaling policy to the DAM for PaaS modules is
not integrated yet, so the policy had to be added manually.
The picture below shows an added instance when the application is stressed.
.

Use Case ID
Use Case Name
Purpose
Initiator
Primary Actor

CEUC8
Re-plan Application Deployment
The purpose of this test is checking the replanification feature of the
SeaClouds platform.
The Software Developer
The Software Developer
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Additional
Actors
Description
Pre-condition
Post-condition
Use Case Functionality
Sequence
Alternative
Result
The feature is not implemented.
.

Use Case ID
Use Case Name
Purpose

CEUC9
Migrate Application
The purpose of this test is checking the migration feature of the
SeaClouds platform.
The Software Developer
The Software Developer

Initiator
Primary Actor
Additional
Actors
Description
Pre-condition
Post-condition
Use Case Functionality
Sequence
Alternative
Result
The feature is not implemented.
.

3. Non-functional testing
A widely accepted definition for non-functional requirements is the following:
“In systems engineering and requirements engineering, a non-functional
requirement is a requirement that specifies criteria that can be used to judge
the operation of a system, rather than specific behaviors. They are contrasted
with functional requirements that define specific behavior or functions.”
[Wikipedia]
In the SeaClouds project those non-functional requirements were defined in chapter 5
of D6.4.1. However, at project months 30 (PM30) the SeaClouds platform is not
mature enough to be fully evaluated according to the set of requirements listed in
D6.4.1.
The following table summarizes the results of the measurable metrices at project
months 30.
Non-Functional Requirements tests at M30
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Performance/Scalability Testing
Stress Testing
Documentation Testing
Local and in Cloud Installation Testing
Regression Testing
Long Term Testing
Final Interoperability testing
Early Usability Testing
Some of the predefined testing strategies couldn’t be performed as the SeaClouds
platform has to be considered a PoC and not a production-ready system. Most of the
above criteria require a stable platform, fully documented and with a good testing
coverage since the beginning of the project, but at least, three months before the end
of the project: integration tests, stress tests, performance tests are meaningful only
starting from a solid testable codebase, otherwise the outcomes of that testing
strategies may be very misleading.
3.1
Documentation testing
Documentation testing means verifying that the SeaClouds documentation user
manuals, including guidelines, tutorials and on-line documentation- are easy to read
and understand, grammatically correct and technically accurate.
Test ID

Documentation
(DT)

Tester

Andrea Turli (Cloudsoft)

SeaClouds
Platform
Version

Testing Date
Testbed
name

11/04/2016
Local Testbed and Cloud
Testbed.

1.0.0

README.md from SeaCloudsPlatform v.1.0.0
SeaClouds
documentatio https://github.com/SeaCloudsEU/SeaCloudsPlatform/blob/master/READ
n Version
ME.md
Test Results
Involved
Components

SeaClouds Dashboard, SeaClouds SLA, SeaClouds Monitor,
SeaClouds Discoverer, SeaClouds Planner, SeaClouds Deployer

Interaction
Between
Components

Not tested here.
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Passed?

Yes

Bug ID
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na

Problems: general
observations
Required
Changes: specific
changes to be
made
Cost Estimation
Comments

3.2
Installation testing
Installation testing verifies the correct work of the installation procedure of SeaClouds
in different configuration environments.
3.2.1 Local installation testing
Test ID Local Installation Testing (LIT) Date
Tester Andrea Turli (Cloudsoft)
Testbed name
SeaClouds
Platform
Version
Test Results
Involved
Components

11/04/2016
Local environment/Ubuntu
12.04.1

1.0.0

Any SeaClouds components deployed / launched using Apache Brooklyn. We
currently support deployments against Bring Your Own Nodes (BYON) and to
all the IaaS provider supported by Apache jclouds.
Environment Following
characteristics https://github.com/SeaCloudsEU/SeaCloudsPlatform/blob/mast
er/README.md#deploy-seaclouds the installation is done on a single
box with the following spec:
box: ubuntu/trusty64
ram: 2048
cpus: 2
Previrtualbox
requirements https://www.virtualbox.org/wiki/Downloads
vagrant
https://docs.vagrantup.com/v2/installation/
The Apache Brooklyn 0.9.0 server setup and the subsequent bootstrap is entirely
delegated to Vagrant according to the provided Vagrantfile available in the
SeaCloudsEU/SeaCloudsPlatform public repository on github.com.
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Installation
steps

Point your favourite browser at http://10.10.10.100:8081
Select SeaClouds Platform on BYON application from Apache Brooklyn
dropdown menu

Passed?
Problems
Required
Changes
Cost Estimation
Comments
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Click on Finish button
Yes

3.2.2 Cloud installation testing
Test ID
Installation Testing (IT)
Date
11/04/2016
Tester
Andrea Turli (Cloudsoft)
Testbed name
Cloud Testbed.
SeaClouds
1.0.0
Platform
Version
Test Results
Involved
SeaClouds Dashboard, SeaClouds SLA, SeaClouds Monitorr SeaClouds,
Components SeaClouds Discoverer, SeaClouds Planner, SeaClouds Deployer
Environment Cloud Testbed: AWS-EC2 m3.medium instances (one for each of the
characteristic involved components).
s
Interaction
Between
Not tested here.
Components
Installation
The steps followed are those reported in the README available at
steps
https://github.com/SeaCloudsEU/SeaCloudsPlatform/blob/master/REA
DME.md
Passed?
YES
Problems
NONE
Required
Changes
Cost
Estimation
Comments
All the components were successfully installed and were reachable
installing the platform on AWS-EC2.
3.3
Interoperability testing
Interoperability is about testing whether a software is compatible with others and
promotes interoperable functionalities. SeaClouds was designed as standard-based
platform just to ensure interoperability, adoption and re-usability. In this context the
role of standards is primary and then we should consider if:
•
SeaClouds (partially) uses standardized open initiative like OASIS TOSCA and
OASIS CAMP.
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•

Some of the SeaClouds members are contributing to standardize OASIS CAMP
and OASIS TOSCA.

Internally SeaClouds consortium agreed on implementing the software platform using
a microservices architecture. A well-known definition of Microservice has been given
by A. Cockcroft “Loosely coupled service oriented architecture with bounded context”
This architectural choice has implications also on the interoperability testing, as it
should simplify the testing of the internal components which expose well-defined API
limiting their boundaries. Most of the SeaClouds component tend to be TOSCA(-ish)
compliant: in particular, a lot of effort has been invested on the SeaClouds Deployer to
enable TOSCA compliance.
3.3.1 Dashboard interoperability testing
OASIS CAMP input
Yes, users can directly run manually prepared OASIS
CAMP plans via the Dashboard
OASIS TOSCA input
Yes, users can directly run manually prepared OASIS
TOSCA plans via the Dashboard
OASIS CAMP output
When using the drag and drop UI the user cannot export
OASIS CAMP plans.
OASIS TOSCA output
When using the drag and drop UI the user can export
OASIS TOSCA plans.
3.3.2 Planner interoperability testing
OASIS CAMP input
No, users cannot directly input manually prepared
OASIS CAMP plans.
OASIS TOSCA input
Yes, users can directly run manually prepared OASIS
TOSCA plans.
OASIS CAMP output
No, the planner cannot produce OASIS CAMP plan.
OASIS TOSCA output
Yes, the planner can produce OASIS CAMP plan. Anyway
those plans are not complete as they miss the
credentials to access the cloud provider. Those needs to
be filled from the SeaClouds Dashboard, tightly-coupling
the 2 components, and reducing independent reusability of the components in standalone mode.

3.3.3 Discoverer interoperability testing
OASIS CAMP input
N/A – discoverer passively responds to external
requests using REST API. The query language to discover
offerings is not following any particular standard.
OASIS TOSCA input
N/A – as above
OASIS CAMP output
No, Discoverer can’t produces cloud offerings formatted
as OASIS CAMP types.
OASIS TOSCA output
Discoverer produces cloud offerings formatted as OASIS
TOSCA NodeTemplates.
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3.3.4 Deployer interoperability testing
OASIS CAMP input
Yes – Deployer accepts OASIS CAMP plan as application
model to be deployed.
OASIS TOSCA input
Yes – Deployer accepts OASIS TOSCA plan as application
model to be deployed.
OASIS CAMP output
OASIS TOSCA output

N/A –deployer output is an application deployment not
a description of its topology.
N/A –same as above.

3.3.5 Monitor interoperability testing
OASIS CAMP input
No - Monitoring rules are expressed in their own format
and SeaClouds doesn’t provide any transformer to remap CAMP policies into Tower4Clouds monitoring rules.
OASIS TOSCA input
No - Monitoring rules are expressed in their own
format. SeaClouds provides a series of transformers to
re-map TOSCA policies into Tower4Clouds monitoring
rules.
OASIS CAMP output
No –Monitoring system doesn’t produce metrics CAMPcompliant.
OASIS TOSCA output
No –Monitoring system doesn’t produce metrics TOSCAcompliant.
3.3.6 SLA interoperability testing
OASIS TOSCA input
The SLA Service needs a TOSCA file (the DAM) to
generate the templates and agreements of the
application
WS-Agreement output
The SLA Service generates templates and agreements
following the WS-Agreement specification.
3.4
Usability testing
Through time many definitions for usability have been proposed. Two of the most
established definitions can be found in international standard for the evaluation of
software ISO 9241-11 [1] and ISO 9126 [4].
The Guidance on usability in ISO 9241-11 outlines the usability as “the level to which a
(software) product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with
effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use”.
On the other hand, in the standard ISO 9126, usability is defined as “the capability of a
software product to be understood, learned, used and attractive for the user, when it
is used under specified conditions”. In depth, usability studies relate to evaluating a
product by testing it on representative users while they focus not only on how well
users can learn and use a product to achieve their goals but also on how satisfied users
are with that process. This can be seen as an irreplaceable usability practice since it
gives direct input on how real users use the system. Usability studies examine three
principles: effectiveness, efficiency and overall satisfaction of the user. [6]
In the context of the SeaClouds project usability testing is a perceptual test depending
of the tester. No tasks are done in an automatic way. It is important to note that the
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testers could use one of the testbeds to perform the usability tests or to install the
SeaClouds platform in a virtual machine (similar to the installation test). Due to the
subjectivity of this test, it is going to be performance by at least two different partners
of the project.
3.4.1 NURO usability testing
As announced in D6.3.3 in this section NURO describes a complete design and deploy
session of a medium complex NURO use case scenario with three PHP Components
and one database.

Further details on the NURO CaseStudy can be found in the D6.3.x deliverable family
and D6.1.
Test ID
Usability
Date
M30
Testing 1 (UT1)
Tester
Christian
Testbed name
Cloud Testbed
Tismer (Nuro)
http://52.49.41.119:8000/
SeaClouds Platform Version
Final
Test Results
Involved
All SeaClouds Platform Components, NURO CaseStudy Components
Components
Interaction
The integration between the Components stabilized at testing time and an
Between
end to end test with different complex topologies was made.
Components SeaClouds Dashboard

Figure 2: SeaClouds Dashboard - Start Screen
On start the Dashboard is interacting with the deployer and monitor.
Application deployments and status is shown.
A click on the plus starts the Application Design Wizard. It is intuitively and
fun to use, modules and parameters are suitable for this research level
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implementation.
First Step is anouncing abstract application properties.
Second Step is Topology Designer. Transparent for the user modules and
options based on the Discoverer Results are offered.

Figure 3 SeaClouds Application Wizard – step guide line
Step Three are the results from matchmaker and optimizer. Presentation is
user friendly focused and details are easy to find. The user selects the
preferred deployment plan.
Step Four is the result of the DAM Genarator. A visualisation of the DAM and
the TOSCA representation is shown. Experienced users can modify before
deployment.
Final deployment step is sending the TOSCA DAM to the Deployer and
monitoring the application status.
If the application is deployed successfully monitoring can be configured. Well
integrated Brooklyn metrics are offered and displayed.

Figure 4: SeaClouds Dashboard - Monitoring
As described in D6.4.2 Grafana Dash Board is available and additionally in this
SeaClouds version Tower 4 Clouds Monitoring Rules are offered.
Last but not lease the Brooklyn GUI is accessible if a deeper view is wanted.
For the sake of completeness is to mention “Remove Application”
successfully called the delete procedure of the deployer.
In advance to the previous evaluation all SeaClouds components interacted
well.
Interaction with the NURO CaseStudy
accessing NURO sensor: succeeded
accessing NURO effector: succeeded

Figure 5 Extract from NURO's analytics: Documented simulation with
violation
The chosen test scenario succeeded.
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Passed?
Problems
Required
Changes
Cost
Estimation
Comments

Yes
NONE
NONE
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Bug ID

NONE
The final SeaClouds evaluation and testing succeeded on the major proposed
features of the Project. In advance to the previous evaluation, the integration
of components was sufficient and human interaction was not necessary while
the evaluation. On extended testing sessions sometimes human intervention
was needed. Some cloud offerings did not support all promised features.

Alternative topologies tested and additional evaluation:

Figure 6 NURO CaseStudy - Simple, standalone GUI

The SeaClouds Project outcome was tested with different complex topologies. The
possible simplest deployment is a single module deployment of the NURO Case Study’s
GUI. It is designed to run also standalone.

Figure 7: NURO CaseStudy - Previous Topology

The path to a NURO CaseStudy API deployment can be given by the web frontend and
the Benchmarking tool can also be used to verify erformance of complete independent
web services.
Beside is the topology of the previous evaluation report.
NURO GUI and API are bundled with one deployment package and deployed together
as one module.
The administrative tools module was not available at that time.
If the deployment topology and maturity of the project advanced, NURO was
convinced by the flexibility of mixed IaaS and PaaS deployments the SeaClouds system
offered.
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Figure 8: NURO CaseStudy - D6.4.3 Topology

The following image series documents the design and deployment of this D6.4.3
evaluation deployment on the cloud testbed of SeaClouds.

Figure 9: NURO CaseStudy - Evaluation Start Screen

Figure 10: NURO CaseStudy - Evaluation Step 1 Application Abstracts
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Figure 11: NURO CaseStudy - Evaluation Step 2.1 Add a Database

Figure 12: NURO CaseStudy - Evaluation Step 2.2 Configure Database
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Figure 13: NURO CaseStudy - Evaluation Step 3-5 PHP Modules Configuration

Figure 14: NURO CaseStudy - Evaluation Step 6 Modules added
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Figure 15: NURO CaseStudy - Evaluation Step 7-9 Connecting

Figure 16: NURO CaseStudy - Evaluation Step 7-9 Connection Configuration
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Figure 17: NURO CaseStudy - Evaluation Step 10 Design Ready

Figure 18: NURO CaseStudy - Evaluation Step 11 Select a Plan
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Figure 19: NURO CaseStudy - Evaluation Step 12 Ready to Deploy

Figure 20: NURO CaseStudy - Evaluation Step 13 Deployment in Progress
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Figure 21: NURO CaseStudy - Evaluation Step 14

Deployment succeeded.
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The latest and complexes topology deployment is shown in the next figure.

Figure 22: NURO CaseStudy - Complex Database Deployment

Beside the continuous evaluation of advances in the SeaClouds Project, NURO spent
much effort on research and testing of cloud based scaling solutions for their MySQL
based approach. With sobering conclusion the actual generation of MySQL offerings is
premature for seamless database scaling.
The design on the left with an alternative handmade approach to solve the database
scaling obstacles was initiated in the end of the project.
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In the end of the project NURO if the researches result for a suitable PaaS or Database
as a Service provider was insufficient, NURO started to try hand made experiments on
this.
Some options as p-mysql and the end 2015 announced MaxScale/MariaDB are
promising approaches but were to late discovered to extend the SeaClouds Project at
the Project’s runtime.
To keep track on this topic NURO joined the SeaClouds Alliance as described in D7.4
The SeaClouds System itself reached impressive maturity.
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3.4.2 ATOS usability testing
Usability Testing 2 (UT2)
Roi Sucasas (ATOS)

Date
31/03/2016
Testbed
Local Testbed and Cloud Testbed
name
SeaClouds Platform Version 0.9.0
Test Results
Involved
SeaClouds dashboard (SeaClouds deployer, SeaClouds
Components monitoring tools)
Interaction
The integration between the components was finalized at testing
Between
time. The dashboard includes all the expected functionalities like
Components the topology design, and the components deployment and
monitoring.
SeaClouds
Impression
Dashboard
Wizard
navigation
Topology
design

Intuitive and easy to use and understand.
Also intuitive and easy to use. It offers a lot of
options in the definition of each of the application
components.

Figure 1: ATOS case study topology

Figure 2: List of different PaaS / IaaS options for the
final deployment
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Figure 3: Selected topology design - DAM
Before deploying the solution in the selected multicloud environment, the dashboard offers the look of
the final topology and also the DAM file that will be
used internally in order to deploy all the
components. The dashboard offers the possibility of
modifying this file, which I think is a good feature for
expert developers.
Deployment This component deployed successfully all the
Softcare components in the selected PaaS and IaaS
providers: Pivotal, Cloud Foundry and AWS:

Monitoring

Figure 4: Topology & Status screen (while deploying
the ATOS case study)
A user can see all the deployment process in the
Topology & Status screen, as shown in the previous
image.
After the deployment of the Softcare components,
those that were going to be monitored could
connect successfully with the different monitoring
components: Tower4Clouds, Grafana …
We could also generate some violations and check
them later using different observers.
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Passed?
Problems
Required
Changes
Cost
Estimation
Comments

Yes
No
-

Bug ID

We had to modify manually the generated DAM in order to add a
specific buildpack 1 needed by one of the applications that was
deployed in Pivotal / Cloud Foundry. Anyways this is a very
particular case for a concrete PaaS provider.

4. Conclusions
The deliverable D6.4.3 is the third version of the D.6.4.x. It reports the final evaluation
measurements and analysis of the SeaClouds platform, by evaluating both quantitative
and qualitative requirements. The information has been separated into two main
sections; the section 2 introduced the different settings to perform a functional
evaluation analysis while the section 3 details some non-functional evaluation analysis.
Due to the fact the SeaClouds platform has to be considered a PoC; the consortium
cancelled some non-functional tests to M30, as the platform didn’t reach the
necessary maturity level required to perform some of the non-functional testing
activities.
Moreover, in this document (in the Annex B) a collection of tools to be used during the
testing and validation phase of the SeaClouds project has been presented.
In summary, the final version of the SeaClouds platform proved a great part of the
functionalities described in the deliverable D2.1 [2] although it is still missing some key
features, like replanning.
From the point of view of chapter 3 (non-functional testing), the final release of
SeaClouds shows still several severe stability issues that still prevent performing
Performance/Scalability tests as well as Stress tests and Long-Term tests.
SeaClouds Platform can be considered a proof-of-concept of an interesting intuition.
The final implementation is far from being a product that can be used in production.

1 A buildpack provides framework and runtime support for an application 

https://docs.cloudfoundry.org/buildpacks/
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Annex 1: ATOS Case Study
The ATOS case study is about an e-health and social networking application system
composed by several applications and modules that aim to easy the lives of elderly
people, and also the work of the social workers and doctors that take care of them.
The applications that compose this solution are the following:


Desktop application:

This .NET desktop application will be used by each one of the elderly users. It is ready
to be deployed in PCs or small devices, and it is responsible for collecting the medical
of these elderlies. This application is also responsible for offering them all the
multimedia and social content of the solution.


Web services application:

This java Web application is responsible of the main logic of the application
components. It is also responsible for the connections with the main database.


SoftCare Web GUI application:

This java Web application will be used by social workers and doctors in order to do the
follow-up of the elderly people, and also to assign them social and multimedia content.


SoftCare Database:

This database stores the data of all users, including the medical data of the elderlies.
This implies that the database has to be stored in a private environment that ensures a
correct management of the privacy and confidentiality of the stored data.


Forum Web application & database:

This java Web application is responsible for maintaining a forum service for elderly
people, their families and friends.


Multimedia repository application:

Finally, this application is responsible for the management of the multimedia content
that is offered to the elderly people.
The architecture of this solution is depicted in the next image:
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Figure 23: ATOS Case Study architecture – SoftCare solution

The SeaClouds platform will be used to design, deploy and manage all the previous
described Softcare applications / components, except the desktop application for
elderly people, which is out of the SeaClouds scope.

Annex 2: NURO Case Study
cused to find by the SeaClouds System a simple to use tool to find the best deployment
solution for the game and adjust it to the games’ needs. A mix of private and multi
cloud resources should be possible.
To evaluate this NURO implemented a simplified server plugin based on their engines.
In the simple setup it consists of a “Database” and a “PHP” module. More complex
topologies have been evaluated. The final version has three PHP modules (NURO API,
NURO GUI, and a Database Backend) and up to three databases.
For this project NURO developed some components to simulate load scenarios and to
provide an API to interact with the seaclouds system see D6.3.3.
Based on a flexible implementation all components can be also accessed by any web
browser. The response is HTML or JSON, we recommend the JSONview plugin to
display JSON responses in a human friendly way.
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The D6.3.3 major Components are:
 simulator.php - NURO GUI Scenario Simulator and Monitor
 benchmark.php - NURO GUI for Apache benchmarking tool
 sensor.php - NURO API Sensor, returns server metrics
 effector.php - NURO API Effector, accepts event requests
 analytics.php - NURO API Analytics, returns runtime analytics
 chart.php – NURO API Chart generator, returns performance charts
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Also a quiz game server and client have been developed, included this components
and others of NUROs engines.
Figure 10 is an analytics result
after a simulation with a SLA
violation.
Both the “NURO simulator” and
the “SeaClouds Monitoring” use
the same effector.php API to
report events.
 SimulatorStart
 Violation
 SimulatorEnd
These events are reported by the
analytics.php at node:
result.analytics[3].messages
Based on this data charts are
generated.
The final pmplementation of the
NURO CaseStudy has a
Figure 24: NURO CaseStudy - analytics.php response
simulation and performance
monitoring GUI implemented.
Several usage scenarios can be tested and whatched with this component.

Figure 25: NUROS CaseStudy - Simulator
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